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editorial
You Ever Wonder Why. . . ?
I just finished writing an article
that you may see in a couple of
months, the gist of which focuses
on this countries’ attitude toward
target archers.
By and large most archery
equipment manufacturers in the
USA focus on the needs of
bowhunters. They are convinced
that bowhunters are their almost
sole source of profit. Target equipment is generally an afterthought.
The problem with this attitude
is that it is self-fulfilling. If you
don’t market aggressively to target
archers, they don’t account for
many sales, now do they?
We are often told there are
three million bowhunters in the
U.S. How many of those are also
target archers? How many target
archers are there who are not also
bowhunters? (There are thousands
upon thousands of these in Europe
and Asia.) Of course, we don’t
know.
What brought all this to mind
was my impression that if you com-

pare the equipment of target
archers to bowhunters that they
have in common, I believe that more
money is spent on the target equipment (which, of course, hints at the
potential profits being greater selling these items to target archers).
Now target archers don’t buy
camouflage clothing, animal scents
and calls, and tree stands from
which to hunt. But, we are talking
here of the archery industry. Compare the archery equipment in
common to the two groups (bows,
arrows, quivers, sights, stabilizers,
optics). For example, I happen to
own about half a dozen target quivers, the costliest one is a Bateman
leather quiver that was about $150.
My SureLoc sights cost more than
most bowhunting sights. My
arrows are more costly than most
bowhunting arrows. And so on.
Fifteen or so years ago there
was a difference between target
compound bows and bowhunting
compound bows. The target bow
models had one set of lighter limbs

available and the bowhunting models had one set of heavier limbs
available. (The rest they had in
common.) Today, this is not even
the case. The difference between
the two models is basically just the
finish on the riser and limbs.
So what is the problem in this
country with addressing the needs
of target archers? The companies
will tell you that the sales of target
items in this country are puny. I
expect this is so, because if you walk
into most any archery shop in this
country you won’t find any of it to
buy.
I have nothing against bowhunting; in fact, I am a fan of it.
What I would like to see is some
thought and energy going to building up the markets for target equipment. Who knows, maybe some of
them will become bowhunters.
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
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Rick McKinney is one of the world’s most
decorated archers. He was born in Muncie,
Indiana where his father was a professional
archer and managed a pro shop. His mother
and brothers were also archers. Rick won the
1977, 1983, and 1985 World Championships.
He won the U.S. National Target Championships nine times, Field Championships six
times, Indoor Championships three times and
Collegiate National Championships seven
times. He has two Olympic Silver medals,
1984 (Individual) and 1988 (Team). His best
score is 1352. Rick is currently President of
Carbon Tech, a manufacturer of arrows, in
Sacramento, California.

Dr. Alison Rhodius is a Sport Psychology
Consultant specialising in archery. Having
been educated in Great Britain in Psychology,
Sport Science and Sport Psychology she is now
based in the San Francisco Bay area where she
has a private practice. She worked with the
British Senior, British Junior and Scottish
archery squads for several. She is certified by
the Association for Applied Sport Psychology
(AASP) and is on the USOC (United States
Olympic Committee) Register for Sport Psychology. She is also on the FITA-approved
expert list for Sport Psychology. Now based in
the U.S. she has worked with members of the
US archery team and has travelled to India
and worked with their national team. Her
focus is on performance enhancement through
development of various mental skills and “constructive” thinking and behaving to enable
archers to feel more in control of the way that
they think, feel and perform. Alison is also a
Professor in the Sport Psychology Department
and the Research Director for Sport Psychology
at JFK University in Pleasant Hill, CA, USA.
She works with many archers in person or via
the telephone and can be contacted through
SportPsych@archeryfocus.com.
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the traditional rounds of the NAA. Brian has
won seven out of the eight Indoor Nationals and
six out of the eight Outdoor Nationals he has
attended, all shooting in the Traditional Longbow division of USA Archery.

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery since he
was  years old. He has been bowhunting and in
competitive archery for  years. During his
archery career, Tom has shot arrows in no fewer
than  of the contiguous United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the Azores, and Guam. He has won
numerous local and state tournament titles and
has placed as high as second overall in three different sections of the NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot in
the Unlimited Division, but has recently been
learning to shoot a recurve bow FITA style. He is
also the mastermind behind the archery puzzles
currently adorning these pages.

Al Wills states: “I started shooting in 1971
with my wife Mary. Fell in love with releases
in 1973. One of the first people to shoot a compound in Canada. Shot my first Canadian
Championship in 1974 (came in 2nd). Started
working as a volunteer in 1981 with the
Canadian Coaching Committee, was the
Olympic Coach in 1984, Team Captain and
Team Coach many times since. Been on the
FCA Executive since 1988 and President for
13 years. Chaired the 1997 World Archery
Championships here in Victoria, BC, Canada.”

Joe Bauernfeind is 71 and has been shooting
since 1963. he enjoys both field and target
archery, usually shooting Compound Freestyle
Unlimited (release). Joe is the Owner of
Zenith Archery Products and has won several
national, sectional and state championships.

Joe Tapley is 55, married with three children,
and lives in Uxbridge, UK. His two periods of
archery as an activity can be classified as pre–
and post– “young family”. He shoots Olympic
recurve bow on a purely recreational basis (or
put another way lacks the willpower to do the
level of practice required to become competitive). His interest in the mechanics of archery
(i.e. how do things work) arises from a general background in science/engineering.

David Hays picked up a bow for the first time
five years ago at age 50. Dave shoots 3-D and
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Evaluating
Olympic
Coaching
by Rick McKinney
As I watched these 2008 Olympics I had to ponder all
of the changes made and the consistency required to
win compared to my Olympic experience. Over the
past 25 years there has been a huge effort to improve
archery performance to a level that has never been seen
before. During the years that Darrell Pace and I competed there were many older archers who could be
found sitting in bars drinking alcoholic beverages and
smoking cigarettes. Each night, after the competition,
they talked about everything there was to talk about
before going to bed. Most would not have been able to
run to the target let alone run a few miles. The United
States’ archers were mostly younger than the majority
of the archers at world and Olympic events during this
period.
When the 1972 Olympics brought archery back to
the limelight, it forced many archery organizations to
consider what needed to be done to make their archers
competitive to win an Olympic medal. The United
States, on the other hand, continued on with business
as usual. After all, we were the best in the world and
there was no need to change. John Williams and
Doreen Wilber proved that in the 1972 Games taking
home gold medals. There was no team event then or
we probably would have brought both of those gold
medals home as well.
As other countries implemented changes in order to
develop better archers, their
governments supported their
cause since they wanted
Olympic medals. In 1978 the
United
States
Congress
approved the Amateur Sports
Act which ran a comprehensive
study of all the Olympic Sports
in the United States and gave a
detailed analysis of what needed to be done. Unfortunately, archery was judged the most successful sport
but with no rhyme or reason as to how. Of course the
smugness and complacency of our archers, archery

leaders, and coaches contributed to the fact that we did
nothing to try to change our system. After all, we were
winning. Why fix something that wasn’t broken?
In the early 1980’s the NAA (now USA Archery)
decided to initiate a fundraising program to enhance
archery performance in the United States. I was fortunate to be asked to run that program. It was a daunting task and yet one needed to be done because anyone
who sat back and looked at what was happening would
notice that nobody was winning medals in the United
States except a handful of us: Darrell Pace, Luann
Ryon, me. . . . It is hard to think about change when
everything appears to be “all right.” After all, we had
one of the greatest archers to ever shoot a bow and
arrow in Darrell Pace. He is the only archer who ever
held all of the world records—indoors and outdoors
and at each distance total, double etc.—by himself at
one time. The only person who could come close to
beating him was me and that was done on very rare
occasions.
So why did we need change? I was afraid that after
Darrell and I left, there would be no one to carry the
torch. We developed a sports medicine committee.
The United States Olympic Committee (USOC) considered us to be a well-organized and forward-thinking
group, so they invited us to be
involved in their pilot program
called the Elite Athlete Project
(EAP). Five sports were chosen
for the project of which we were
one. I recruited several scientists
within the USOC in biomechanics, physiology, psychology,
sports medicine, etc. to help us
understand more about what it
takes to become a champion archer. I met Dr. Dan
Landers at Arizona State University who was world
renown in his psychophysiology programs. He helped
guide me in what was needed to set up training camps

“During the years that
Darrell Pace and I competed there were many older
archers who could be
found sitting in bars drinking alcoholic beverages
and smoking cigarettes.”
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for research so we could poke and prod our archers to
find out what made them great before it was too late.
These discoveries were written about in the mid 1980’s
up to the early 1990’s. The information garnered
helped develop such great potential archers such as Vic
Wunderle, Denise Parker, Staten Holmes, Justin
Huish, Jay Barrs and many more. Unfortunately the
NAA took another direction and dropped most of
those programs.
During this same time I was working with Sheri Rhodes
to help improve the coaching system within the NAA so that
we had more understanding coaches who worked with archers
strictly for the archers’ benefit. At the very first U.S. Archery
Team (USAT) training camp, there were 20 archers in attendance and only one claimed that they had a personal coach.
The rest refused to work with coaches because it was more
detrimental for them than helpful.This needed to be corrected and so we had the archers choose the coaches they wanted
to have at training camps so we could figure out a way to unite
archers and coaches again. Sheri invited pedagogical professionals such as Hans van de Mars. He used video techniques
with the coaches so they could
observe themselves while coaching
the archer. When they reviewed the
video they got to observe what they
said and how for the first time.That
session was very enlightening. Most
coaches had no idea that they were
primarily negative in tone and not
very clear in their communication
skills. Dr. Phil Philips, Dr.’s Dan and
Donna Landers joined in to help
guide our educational system for coaches. The race was on to
improve coaching skills and archery skills.
We also set up a research and development program for archery equipment. We wanted manufacturers to participate by working with archers and coaches
so that we would have an advantage over the rest of the
world. This program did not work out very well as
most manufacturers did not want to share much information for fear one of their competitors would take
one of their ideas and develop a product that would sell
millions and they would not profit by it.
We did try, but it was almost impossible.
When we had our training camps in Arizona,
another U.S. coach had similar camps with the Korean
team at the same time. Since our knowledge was open
to anyone, he took that information and shared it with
the Koreans. There were other country’s teams that
came to the Arizona Cup so that they could get more
knowledge as to what the United States was doing. We
even held seminars the week before the Arizona Cup
so archers from all over the world could come and train
and learn at the seminars. There was no doubt that we
created a movement of sorts for the world to improve

their archery.
Most of the programs that were offered 20 years
ago have all but disappeared in the United States and
we have been stagnating for most of those years. When
the USOC and USA Archery agreed to bring Mr. Lee
in as our new national coach it created an uproar and
major problems within the archery community in the
U.S. Most of this was mainly due to poor communication as to what was happening. Perceptions are ten
times more powerful than facts and the perception was
that most coaches would be dumped, archers would be
force-fed a new system, and our best archers would be
kicked out if they did not follow Mr. Lee’s program.
Not all of these fears were unfounded; significant
problems did occur during the transition.
Despite the problems, the best archers did go to the
Games. The selection was mostly fair and so we fielded our
team.
Most people believe that a Korean coach is the
only way to go. Sort of like acquiring an American
coach was the only way to go in the 1970’s and 1980’s.
However, consider how well the
old Soviet programs have done.
Victor Sidoruk of the former
Soviet Union won the World
Target Championships in 1973.
In 1992 he was the Spanish
Team Coach and the Spanish
men’s team won Olympic Gold.
This was a phenomenal feat
since the Spaniards were not
even expected to get past the
first round of eliminations let alone win a medal. Victor is now coaching the Ukraine team and if you
haven’t noticed, they are one of the younger and
stronger teams in the world (other than the Koreans):
Koval, Dobryeva, Dorokhova, and of course the new
Olympic Gold Medalist, Viktor Ruban.
Stanislov Zabrodsky of the former Soviet Union
won the World Championships in 1987 and was the
archer who broke Darrell Pace’s 1341 world record for
the FITA round. He has coached Natalia Valeeva and
is now the Russian Coach, with another incredible
group of archers, including the likes of Tsyrempilov,
Badenov, Berezhov, Erdyniyeiva and Dagbaeva.
The United States is making a slow turnaround.
Let’s just hope that we can encourage all archers to
work with their coaches and improve their games.
Observe what archers all over the world are doing and
find the form that makes them better archers. I can
assure you that no Korean coach would ever encourage
an archer to put his thumb behind his neck like Viktor
Ruban did while winning the 2008 Olympic Archery
Gold Medal.
Happy shooting!

“Most of the programs that
were offered 20 years ago
have all but disappeared
in the United States and
we have been stagnating
for most of those years.”
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Take a Deep
Breath
(It won’t hurt a bit!)
by Alison Rhodius, Ph.D.
Breathing . . . we don’t have to think about it,
we just do it. So, how can it help to start thinking
about it? Or, if you already do think about your breathing, can you improve the way you breathe to help you
shoot even better?
I am going to introduce you to effective breathing
which is not the everyday, automatic, every few seconds type of breathing that we do all the time. I’m
talking about deep, controlled, diaphragmatic breathing that fills your blood with oxygen more fully than
regular autonomic breathing and helps you in many
other ways.
Effective breathing strategies have been used
for years by athletes to enhance their performances.
They have also been used by people to meditate, as a
stress reduction technique, by sport psychology practitioners, and by anyone who wants to feel better about
themselves in any given situation (including performance situations).
The potential benefits of an effective breathing
strategy are great:: it can help you feel more in control
of your thoughts and feelings, it can help reduce your
heart rate and other physiological symptoms of stress
and performance anxiety (very useful for archery), it
can help focus your mind, and it can be part of your
pre-shot routine that enables you to be in the right
frame of mind before, during, and after a shot.
The power of a deep, effective, cleansing breath
comes from your diaphragm.
Your diaphragm is a very powerful muscle which is attached
to your lower ribs. The shape
of it is depends upon the
organs it encloses. Normally,
the diaphragm contracts (as

you breathe in). What happens is the diaphragm flattens, allowing the lungs to expand and air to flow in.
Then the diaphragm relaxes, and moves upward
against the lungs and this upward motion lowers the
volume of the lungs causing air to leave. All the movements involved in breathing are designed to increase
the volume of the lungs, thus causing more air to be
drawn into them followed by a decrease in volume
causing ait to leave.
Diaphragmatic breathing is often referred to as
“breathing from your belly.” This is because when your
diaphragm moves, the contents of the abdominal cavity, which cannot change in size, moves out of the way.
This belly breathing description will help you learn
effective breathing. It is contrasted with “chest breathing” which is associated with shallower breaths that
take place when we become stressed about something
or someone. (It is also called “overbreathing” which
doesn’t sound good.) However, many experts on this
topic believe that the key is having a balance between
the two cavities (abdominal and thoracic) and the two
modes of breathing and that is dependent on the use of
the diaphragm.
So, how can diaphragmatic breathing help your
shooting? Using a simple, yet incredibly effective,
breathing exercise known as circle breathing can help.
What is presented below is an adaptation of circle
breathing for archers. For first time users, try this simple exercise to learn how to
breathe using your ‘belly’.
Either read the following
steps (1-6) and then try it out,
or get someone to read them
out to you as you practice it

“Effective breathing strategies
have been used for years by
athletes to enhance their
performances.”
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(or record yourself reading them aloud and play it back
when you want to try it out).
1. Lying down on your back in a comfortable position
in a quiet environment, put one hand on your belly
(lower abdomen) and one hand on your chest.
2. Take a deep breath in through your nose and out
through your mouth as if blowing through a straw,
and notice what you feel.
There is no correct feeling. Sometimes people
notice that both hands rise and fall when they take
a deep breath. Sometimes people notice that only
the hand on their chest rises and falls.
3. Now see if you can take a deep breath and get only
your belly to rise and fall. This may take a while to
get the hang of, but you are aiming to get your belly
to go out when you breathe in, and then back in
when you breathe out.
The next part can be practised whilst standing
up, after all, you are going to use circle breathing in
the real life situation of archery, so I would always
suggest that once you learn belly breathing, you
practice and ultimately use this technique whilst
standing, as if preparing to shoot.
4. Start in a comfortable standing position—maybe
even your shooting stance—and this time just put
your hand on your belly and practice letting your
belly go out (when you breathe in through your
nose) and in (when you breathe out through your
mouth). This takes concentration!

“The potential benefits of an effective breathing strategy are great::
it can help you feel more in control
of your thoughts and feelings, it
can help reduce your heart rate
and other physiological symptoms
of stress and performance anxiety
(very useful for archery).”
5. Once you have mastered this, then incorporate the
next phase—please read the whole of this step
before you try it out. This step involves using your
chest, so once you have breathed in using your belly
and your belly goes out, slowly expand your ribcage
and imagine filling your lungs with air from the
bottom to the top. Once you have reached “full” or
whatever is comfortable for you, then hold the
breath at the top. Note: your shoulders may have
risen up in this process. Then breathe out slowly
focusing on your shoulders and letting them feel
loose and free of tension.
10

The whole circle breath takes just a few seconds when
practiced, but once you have it mastered (and this is
something you should practice whenever you can,
not just when there’s a bow in your hand), then it
should take no more than about five seconds at the
most (often only two or three seconds).
6. So, the timing is:
a. breathe in through your nose for a count of three
using your belly (the counting helps you simply
slow it down when in a competition),
b.continue to breathe in through your nose letting
your chest rise for a count of three,
c. then hold it at the top for a count of two,
d.finally breathe out slowly through your mouth
(as if through a straw) for a count of four and let
your shoulders relax down.

“Using circle breathing is incredibly
simple, yet effective. Use this
idea before you shoot every
arrow as part of your pre-shot
routine.”
After all that deep breathing, you should feel
pretty relaxed! Don’t use it to excess, i.e., don’t over
breathe or hyperventilate. The idea of the circle is that
the breath starts at the belly, then it comes up through
the chest and out through the mouth, ready to start the
next circle.
Using circle breathing is incredibly simple, yet
effective. Use this idea before you shoot every arrow as
part of your pre-shot routine. If you want to know
more about pre-shot routines to help your shooting,
then stay tuned.
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How to
Teach
Archery?
by Steve Ruis
I have been through more than a few
archery coach trainings. These are the courses
that the National Field Archery Association
(NFAA) and USA Archery put on to certify coaches for their programs. I loved every minute of every
one of them as being informative and helpful. But
I also came away from every one of them with a
degree of frustration, too. The vast majority of the
information was about what to teach and almost
none of it was on how to teach
it.
For thirty-five years I was a
teacher (now retired) and in
that profession I learned that
how you say something is as
important as what you say, how
you do something is as important as what you do, and how
anybody learns something is as
important as what was learned.
We have all had “Aha!”
moments where we learned
something that delighted us.
We all, also, have had moments where we learned
something but we felt like it was about as pleasant
as having teeth pulled. Gee, which experience
would you rather have?
I would like to expand the archery coach training conversation to include how archery is taught .
. . at least to be a part of the conversation, even if
only a small part.

on “How to Teach Archery.” (Hooray!) So, someone was needed to write that segment, so somebody suggested, “Hey, how about ‘Big Mouth’ over
there?” Guess who?
So, here I am facing a blank document with a
deadline.
And I need help.
I have some basic ideas and I have practices I
tend to follow, but a quick perusal of a golf magazine I had laying about showed
74 tips on how to learn or
teach some aspect of golf.
Where is this stuff for archery?
I have over 200 books in my
archery library and exactly two
concern the teaching of
archery (the appropriately
entitled “The Teaching of
Archery” by Dave and Cia
Craft, 1936 and “Peak Performance Archery” by Al Henderson, 1987). There are some
other books, such as “Teaching
Archery: Steps to Success” by Kathleen Haywood
and Catherine Lewis, 1989 but that book (out-ofprint, of course) is for teachers of college archery
classes and it stresses what to teach and class management skills. Class management skills are, well .
. . , you remember “Take out a piece of paper. Write
your name in the upper left-hand corner. Now
make a list . . .” Sound familiar? Class management
skills are the techniques involved in how to have a
class do what you want them to do. Which is not
what I am talking about. I want to know how you
teach an individual some part of the archery shot,
the release, for example.
When I attended the Coach Kim seminar at

“If golf coaches were
doing what we are doing
they would tell people,
“Getting out of sand
traps is really hard, so
don’t hit your ball there.
But, if you do, you’ll
figure it out.”

My Motivation

As you may well be anticipating, I have a certain
motivation to do this. First, I opened my big
mouth to the members of USA Archery’s Coaches
Development Committee. So, there is going to be
a segment in the Level 3 Coach Training Course
Archery Focus
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the Chula Vista Olympic Training Center in 2004, it was the
first time I ever saw somebody
show how to teach a finger
release. And I was a Level 3
Coach at the time! (It was a day
and a half seminar and I took 27
pages of notes!) Don’t you think
something as hard to learn as
releasing a bow string cleanly
and crisply would have dozens of
different training aids and techniques by now? If golf coaches
were doing what we are doing
they would tell people, “Getting
out of sand traps is really hard,
so don’t hit your ball there. But,
if you do, you’ll figure it out.”
We need help.
Many of you coaches and
archers out there know really
cool ways to learn and teach various aspects of archery. But
nobody has written the danged
things down.
Send them to me.
My email address is steve@
archeryfocus.com.
Send them to me and I will
publish them so they will be in
print somewhere.
Think about it. Your teaching (or learning) tip will appear
in print along with your name
and home town ( Jane Q. Archer,
Flower Mound, Texas). And
since we plan on the OnLine
Edition of Archery Focus to be
available forever, your tip will be
immortal. Forget about spiritual
immortality, we are offering
archery immortality!
Give and Take

In the spirit of the effort (and
maybe to motivate you) I am
going to give you a couple of my
favorite teaching tips. The situation I am talking about here is you
are working with a single archer,
either an individual you are
coaching, or a member of a JOAD
club you are working with, or a
club member who asks for your
help, I think you get the idea.
12

“Don’t you think
something as hard
to learn as releasing a bow string
cleanly and crisply
would have dozens
of different training
aids and techniques by now?”
Here are some tips to take
(or leave … or modify).
Change More First, Less
Later When I am working with
an archer on a form change I use
this idea (which I stole from the
realm of equipment changes). I
have been working with an
archer who wanted a better
anchor and since he had minimal
contact with his face and jaw I
agreed. I asked him to raise his
draw elbow and lay his draw
hand along his jaw (instead of
just touching the underneath). I
started, though, by asking him to
exaggerate the height of his
elbow, actually putting it up “too
high” for a couple of shots.
When an archer is seeking a new
body position there is more than
a little wandering around. This
leads to frustration. I identified
the draw elbow height as the
critical adjustment, and by asking him to go “too far” with it, I
have provided him with two
positions he can feel—his original shot (elbow too low) and the
exaggerated shot (elbow too
high). So guess where his new
elbow position is? Yes, somewhere between the two extremes.
Remember Goldilocks? “This
porridge is too hot; this porridge
is too cold; this porridge is just
right!“ Like that.
Know Who You Are Talking
To As you can tell I am an intellectual type—likes words, can’t
shut up—that kind of guy. When
Archery Focus

I am first working with a student
I am really focused on finding
out how they like to learn. So, I
ask a lot of questions: “Are you a
good student?” “Do you want to
know why this works?” I’ll ask
questions to get a read on what a
student needs to know in order
to learn what they need to learn.
I had a student who was
leaning as far away from the target as one possibly could (maybe
15 degrees). I encouraged him
over and over to “stand straight.”
I demonstrated. I talked. After
the fifth lesson I stood behind
him and murmured “stand
straight” and he murmured back
(at full draw!) “I am.” On his
next shot I informed him that I
was going to touch him at full
draw. At full draw I pulled on
the belt loop on his right hip
while pushing his draw shoulder
into place until he was upright.
“That’s straight,” I said. “Oh,”
he replied. He had no further
difficulty in that regard.

“One method won’t
work with one, but it
will work with another. Some methods
won’t work with
either which is why
we need to know
more than one way
to teach
everything!”

er. Some methods won’t work
with either . . . which is why we
need to know more than one way to
teach everything! You may have
to try three or four things before
you find the one that works. As
you become a better coach, you
will gravitate to those methods
that work best with that student.
(At least I very much hope so.)
Teach Back Tension on Your
Back I was taught back tension
by Bernie Pellerite. Since then I
have looked for other ways to do
it. Here is one simple one: have
your student lay on his or her
back while drawing his/her bow.
The contact with the rug or
ground allows them to feel
things moving around in their
back. (Coaching is all about getting archers appropriate feedback.). Please be aware that
when I was taught this (by Eric
Schindler) I happily plopped
down on the lawn and found it
worked! I also got third-degree
grass stains on my shirt, so be
cautioned.
The “Just Shake” Bow Hand
To teach beginners how to hold
a bow, use the “just shake” technique. Ask them to extend their
hands (their bow hand) as if they
were going to shake hands. Stick
the grip right in, while telling
them, “Don’t squeeze.” The
object is to cradle the bow, not
to “grip” it.
Your Turn

So, I hope I have got you started. Send in those teaching tips
and get published!

The student whose anchor I
was working on with him is
quite a high-powered individual.
He needs to be told what is to be
done and why, then he can
decide for himself. The Lean
Back Kid needed to feel what
was needed and then he could do
it. One method won’t work with
one, but it will work with anothArchery Focus
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Compound
Bows in the
Olympics
by Al Wills, VP International Federation of Canadian Archers
The Olympic archery competition has ended for
another quadrennial and once again, the question I’m
hearing is “When are compound bows going to be
allowed in the Olympics?” It’s a pretty simple question
but a very complicated answer, which requires quite a
bit of background, so please bear with me.
The first thing to understand is that all sports want
to be part of the Olympic Games. The prestige and the
opportunities are most seen during the games as we all
tune in to watch them. The economic spin-off of the
Games is incredible. The Games can only accommodate so many sports, so many athletes and so many
medals. Getting your sport into the Olympic Games is
most difficult. Lucky for us that was done for us in the
late 1960s; not so lucky for the compound bow, which
had not even been thought of when Inger Frith, then
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“When the IOC was asked for
advice, they suggested that
archery withdraw from the
Olympic calendar and then
apply again as a new sport! You
can imagine what our chances
would be.”
president of the International Archery Federation/
Fédération Internationale de Tir a L’ arc (FITA), was
working toward archery’s inclusion in the Olympics.
Just getting the compound bow accepted into international target archery was extremely difficult. In fact, it
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was the dreaded ‘inner ten/five’ (which is the present
X-ring) scoring system introduced into the FITA
debate of the early 1980s that finally got compound
archery accepted into competition in 1988. Compound
archery then got added to the World Championship
format for Field in 1994
and target in 1995.
For a sport to be considered an Olympic sport,
it has to meet many criteria
such as being practiced in a
majority of countries, balanced by continental
regions. FITA has 139
member nations whereas
there are over 200 nations
in
the
International
Olympic Committee ( IOC), which is fairly good for
us. And, once you are in the Olympic Games, there are
only so many medal events allowed. We have been
lucky to have both individual and team events in the
Olympics, although there was some doubt about maintaining both in recent years. FITA has been aware of
the popularity of the compound bow for many years
and many great archery minds have tried to figure out
just how to get them into the Games. FITA applied for
compound archery to be added as another discipline,
but was told that it was not possible to double the
number of archery competitors. When the IOC was
asked for advice, they suggested that archery withdraw
from the Olympic calendar and then apply again as a
new sport! You can imagine what our chances would
be. That is certainly not an option FITA will consider
(nor would Canada support). FITA is still actively trying to bring the compound bow into more competitions. FITA was successful in having it added to the

Commonwealth Games in India (and we hope it will
stay in subsequent games) and they are lobbying the
Pan American Sports Organization (the governing
body for the Americas) to allow compound archers to
compete in the Pan American Games. FITA was previously successful in having
compound archery added
to the World University
Games and the World
Games. The Olympics will
be very difficult.
Take a look at the
FITA membership. Many
nations, and in particular
those in Africa, that practice archery are just barely
getting started and recurve
bows (in fact, longbows) are all they have and they
have precious few of them. To bring compound bows
into play would be even more difficult for them. From
here in Northern North America it seems like a pretty
simple task, when you look at the many choices we
have in archery or in any other sport for that matter;
however the Olympics are managed by a very large,
slow moving, methodical giant corporation called the
International Olympic Committee and a change like
this isn’t going to happen anytime soon! However, I
can assure you that FITA does want to include the
compound bow in the Olympics, but also wants to be
sure that Olympic archery is available for future generations, and striking a balance between those two is not
easy!

“Many nations, and in particular
those in Africa, that practice
archery are just barely getting
started and recurve bows (in fact,
longbows) are all they have and
they have precious few of them. ”
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The New Evolution+
Release© by Carter
Enterprises
by Tom Dorigatti

A Definitive Set of Test Data Solves a Problem
The Evolution+ release aid by Carter Enterprises
is one in a new trend in “back tension” releases in that
it activates when a preset draw pull is achieved. But a
number of users of this release aid have suggested that
the release aid is not consistent and “changes” from
shot to shot. This, of course, piqued this science
teacher’s interest, to the point of testing the hypothesis
that the release aid’s tension setting is inconsistent,
releasing at different tensions from shot to shot.
I have been shooting the Evolution+ release aid for
over nine months. I have extensively tested the release
aid and various methods of holding the release and also
methods of anchoring, right elbow positioning, and the
effects of draw-length on how the release fires. What I
had not tested, until now, was that the release aid
“could” be inconsistent in its tension setting, even
though said tension was not being changed mechanically, thus not releasing at the same “poundage” every
time.
Problem Some archers are of the opinion that the
Evolution+’s breaking tension apparently “changes”
from shot to shot, thus the archer is unable to get
either any consistent “feel” or a consistent back tension
setup to shoot the release effectively.
Hypothesis The breaking tension, or force required
to have the release hook “break,” varies from shot to
shot even though the tension setting is not being
adjusted. This hypothesis is based upon stated complaints and not upon my personal feelings or observations.
Of course, now the job is to test to see if the
hypothesis is true or false.
Materials Used

1. Easton Hand-held Digital Bow Scale This bowscale gives a digital readout for maximum draw
force/weight and holding weight within 0.1 pound.
It has a range from 0.1 pounds to a maximum of
100.0 pounds.
2. Two Carter Enterprises Evolution+ release aids.
3. Release aid holding jig, measured for various horizontal angles (see Photo #1).
4. Release rope connection (simulating a D-loop)
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connecting the release to the scale.
5. Human element for pulling on the Easton Scale
while the release aid is set at given angle to be tested, without contact with any other surfaces during
the cycling of the shot.

Photo 1

Procedure

Scale Calibration A “Control Standard” of the release
locked down perpendicular to the pull angle of the digital scale, and six variables will be examined in this
experiment. The results are depicted in the data table.
(see Carter Evolution+ Data Analysis Table).
Check Digital Scale Calibration
1. The Easton Digital Scale’s was first calibrated with
a standard 20 pound weight. The Scale tested out at
20.0 pound average over three sets of 20 consecutive readings. The range (minimum to maximum)
of the test readings was 0.2 pounds.
Control Set-up
It is important to establish a standard of comparison
(with regard to release holding angle) in order to take
the “operator” out of the equation.)
1. The same Evolution+ release was used throughout
the testing, in order to eliminate the potential variable of achieving different values from different
release aids.
2. The release tension was set before starting.
3. The release tension setting was not manipulated at
Archery Focus

any time during the testing of the control or the
variables.
4. The Evolution+ release aid was clamped onto the
holding jig at an angle perpendicular to the direction of the pull of the Easton Scale. This was to
simulate “even finger pull” on the release at anchor
(Control Release Flat & 90°).

Photo 3

Photo 2

5. Twenty “pulls” were performed and the breaking
tension measured each time (Sample Set Pull
Numbers 1-20).
6. Special care was taken to pull the scale horizontally and at an angle straight away from the release
hook, thus simulating the path of the bow-string
upon release as closely as possible.After testing the
Control Setup it was concluded that there was very
little variation in the breaking tension from shot to
shot at least with a controlled release angle and
pulling cycle. Thus, it was decided to maintain the
same hypothesis, but test different variables. I
decided that while several hundred pulls would be
desirable, 20 consecutive pulls were more than sufficient to test each variable. Here are the procedures
for each of the variables tested.
Variable #1 More Pinky Finger Pressure
1. The Evolution+ release aid was re-clamped at a 30
degree angle (little finger away from the bow), simulating more ring-finger and some pinky finger pull
on the release aid (see photo below).
2. Twenty pulls were performed and scale reading at
release recorded.
3. Special care was taken to pull the scale horizontally and at an angle straight away from the release
hook, thus simulating the path of the bow-string
upon release as closely as possible (see photo top of
next column).
Variable #2 More Index Finger Pressure
This variable has the back of the hand in a horizontal
Archery Focus

plane, but 30 degrees of index finger pressure on the
release.
1. The Evolution+ release was re-clamped to an angle
of 30 degrees (index finger toward the bow), similar to how a “Stan” user holds his release. This is to
simulate the shooter pulling more first-finger tension on the release (see photo below).
2. Twenty pulls were performed at this angle and scale
reading at release recorded.
3. Special care was taken to pull the scale horizontally and at an angle straight away from the release
hook, thus simulating the path of the bow-string
upon release as closely as possible.
Variable #3 45° Pinky up & 30° Index Pressure
This variable tests the fairly “standard” means that

Photo 4
most archers use to position their hand and release at
anchor.
1. The Evolution+ release aid was re-clamped at a 45°
Pinky up angle and 30° Index finger pressure to the
pull of the digital scale (see photo below).
2. Twenty pulls were performed at this angle and scale
reading at release recorded.
3. Special care was taken to pull the scale horizontally and at an angle straight away from the release
Continued on Next Page
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Carter Evolution+ Analysis Table

Min
Max
Average
Range

Control

#1

#2

Release
Flat &
90°
18.2
18.7
18.35
0.5

30%
More
Pinky
Pressure
18.8
19.2
19.01
0.4

30°
More
Index
Finger
Pressure
17.3
17.5
17.44
0.2

hook, thus simulating the path of the bow-string
upon release as closely as possible.

Photo 5

Variable #4 Release down from horizontal 15°
and Pinky Away 30°
This simulates an archer who prefers somewhat even
pressure across all fingers, with slightly more on the
pinky finger at 300, but the back of the hand from the
pinky side is also down 150 from the horizontal. I have
seen archers doing this with a release, so it is a variable
that needed to be tested.
1. The Evolution+ release aid was re-clamped at the
angles in the description above (see photo below).
2. Twenty pulls were performed at this angle and scale
reading at release recorded.
3. Special care was taken to pull the scale horizontally and at an angle straight away from the release
hook, thus simulating the path of the bow-string
upon release as closely as possible (see photo at
right).
Variable #5 Release Angle Changed During the Pull
Since I don’t own a Hooter Shooter shooting machine
this does introduce more than one variable at a time,
thus, this variable is somewhat “scientifically incorrect.” However, it reflects reality, based upon my own
18

#3
45°
Pinky
Up &
30°
Index
Pressure
17.2
17.4
17.31
0.2

#4
Release
Down
15°
Pinky
Away
30°
18.9
19.3
19.06
0.4

#5
Release
Angle
Changed
During
Pull
17.2
19.6
18.39
2.4

experience and a lot of observation of several people
shooting this release aid and struggling with it.
1. The drawing string, simulating the D-loop, was
attached to the release hook after being attached to
the Easton Scale, which was held in my bow hand.
2. The release aid was hand held with my normal
drawing hand and then I came to my normal
anchoring point as if I was shooting my bow.
3. I pulled the release trying to simulate how I shoot a
“trip-gate” release, that is by pivoting the release aid
by hand rotation, squeezing the release, wrist rotation, etc. I just keep pulling on it until the release
trips.
4. Special care was taken to keep the “bow” hand
pulling straight away from the release aid hook.
5. Twenty consecutive pulls were done, resting in
between pulls to simulate more closely actual
shooting conditions. The poundage at break is
shown in the table below.
Data Table

From the data, it is evident that as the angle of the
release changes, the amount of “trip weight” to trigger
the release aid also changes. #2 30° index finger pressure (both the variables) had the lowest trip weight of

Photo 6
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all the variables. The Control and the #5 Release
Angle Changed During Pull have the same trip weight
average. However, the “min and the max” vary dramatically in the Release Angle Changed During Pull variable; a range of 2.4 pounds.

imparting a different pressure point on the trip mechanism. As the release angle is changed by putting on
more first-finger pressure, the pressure on the hook
moves farther away from the fulcrum, thus making the
release “trip” at a lower weight.

Graph

Helpful Hints & Pointers . . .

See the twenty trials for each variable laid out graphically (above).

Here are some further conclusions supported by some
input from Forrest Carter of Carter Enterprises, the
data above, and also my own personal observations
concerning the use of this release aid.

Analysis

It is not necessarily the release aid itself that is changing. It is clearly evident that with the exact same spring
tension setting, there are differences in the “trip
weight” of the Carter Evolution+ release aid. The control data (red line in the graph), fall in the middle of
the observed values and do vary slightly from shot to
shot. The lowest amount of breaking tension occurred
in variables that had more index finger pressure, while
the highest amount of “trip weight” were associated
with having the pinky finger away from the bow at a
very acute angle.
While the Data Set #5 is not completely comparable to the others due to the potential of numerous
other inputs, it clearly reflects an inconsistency; not
from the release aid, but from the archer being inconsistent from shot to shot. As is evidenced by the green
line on the graph, moving the angle of the release both
horizontally and vertically during the pulling sequence
has a very large and significant impact upon the breaking tension of this release!
The apparent “changes” in the breaking tension
can be mostly explained by simple physics. The release
hook is specially designed with a curved inside edge.
As the pinky end of the release is rotated away from
the bow on the horizontal (or even vertical) plane, the
pressure on the hook moves closer to the fulcrum, thus
Archery Focus

. . . From Forrest Carter

Lubrication A light drop of Rem-Oil or similar light
firearm oil applied to the jaw in the open position will
be sufficient lubrication to retain consistency and function. Lubrication should be necessary about once every
month for best results.
Maintenance The above mentioned lubrication
should be all the maintenance required. Only apply oil
again if the release is shot in the rain or is immersed in
water. Blowing out any debris with compressed air can
be performed as often as desired as well. Remember,
that opening the case by yourself could void the warranty on the release aid.
Adjustment Using an Easton digital scale for best
results, set the breaking point of the release at about
four (4) pounds heavier than your holding weight to
start. This is a good rule of thumb for setting up the
Evolution to each individual set-up. Actual breaking
weight is critical to how hard you pull into the wall of
your cam(s).
Changing Springs Make sure to remove the case
screw located in the middle of the case directly above
the cartridge holding the spring adjustment assembly.
Screw the adjustment screw clockwise until it stops,
Continued on Next Page
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then back out the screw counterclockwise. The cartridge will work itself out until you can grasp the cartridge and pull the whole assembly out. Place the
desired spring into the track and lightly push the cartridge back in. If the cartridge binds, wiggle it slightly
to seat the spring and push all the way in. Replace the
case screw and set to the desired setting using the digital scale.
. . . From My Own Observations
and Experience

a. Make sure your draw length is correct. It is better to be
slightly short than too long.
b. This is a pulling release and not a “rotating” release aid.
If you try to rotate the release body, you will not
make “trip weight” very easily. As the data above
shows, getting the pinky away from the bow moves
the fulcrum and makes the release even tougher to
make the trip weight; in fact it increases it due to
the principles of levers.
c. Set the tension when you are fatigued. Yes, this will
give you a crisper release when you are fresh, but
when you are tired, you won’t struggle with it nearly as much. Setting it to be “hard” when you are
fresh will make it even harder to trip when you tire.
d. Setting the tension. From this experiment I have
learned the following regarding setting the tension:
1.Using the Easton Digital scale and a holding jig
similar to those pictured (get creative on yours)
set the tension with the release perpendicular and
flat.
2.Then, move the release pinky away to simulate
you rotating the release body. Check that tension.
It should be heavier. Re-set the tension a 1/2 to
3/4 of a turn lighter. This should reduce the trip
weight about half of a pound or so for this release
position.
3.Then move the release aid to simulate pulling
more with the first finger and check the tension.
It should be lighter, and that is what you want.
4.Go back to flat and perpendicular and write this
setting down.
What you are doing is trying to find a spot that
will give you some fudging room if you should tighten
up or start to rotate the elbow or release body and yet
still be able to shoot a “stronger shot” without the
release tripping as soon as your remove your thumb
from the safety.
e. Adjusting the Tension Do not adjust the tension
every day. Worse yet, do not change it several times
during a practice session. I see this all the time, and
initially I was guilty of doing this too. Set it and
forget it. If you are having problems tripping the
release check the following:
1.Is your draw length too long?
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2.Are you trying to push the release off with the
bow arm and bow shoulder? This is disastrous
and what happens is that you destroy most of the
pull needed on the other side. You aren’t really
gaining a thing and you are knocking your entire
shooting force triangle angles completely out of
kilter.
3.Are you rotating the release body and not pulling
the release.
4.Are you tightening your release hand and forearm. This is a sure way to have problems tripping
the release. If you do this you are not pulling
with your back; you are pulling all fingers, hand
and arm, and thus, getting nowhere. Let down
and start over.
5.Try setting the tension a tad on the stiff side.
You do not want the release tripping when you
let off the safety. As a beginner, you will be
tempted to set it so that any slight pull with set
it off. This is, in my opinion, not the way you
would want to set this up. You want to be able to
pull, but you do not want to struggle. If you set
it super light, then you will have the tendency to
just “pull hard and quick” to trip it (a “punch”
with this style release aid). Before long, you will
have a case of target panic and also will develop
a habit that will be hard to break.
6.Pick a release hand position and angle, pick a
release tension setting and then leave it alone. It
takes at least 21 days to form a new habit pattern
and to develop muscle memory. Every time you
change that release setting, you have to start all
over.
7.You will have some premature releases now and
again, especially during the early stages and during scoring runs. Don’t change the release tension immediately. Remember to go back to
basics and re-establish that correct hand and
release body positioning.
8.Pulling straight back with a slightly higher
elbow than you are used to will work wonders. If
you rotate the elbow around behind your head,
be sure you are not, at the same time, rotating
the release body. Also watch that your elbow is
not getting out of line with the arrow at release.
This disrupts the archer’s force triangle.
9.Watch that you are not losing pressure on the
first finger or that your release elbow is not coming forward and/or down when you let off the
trigger. This one is my most significant problems, and it is a tough one to lick, especially if
you are a former “trip-gate release shooter.”
10. Be sure to draw consistently into the stops or
wall of your cam(s). This is critical. You cannot
pull hard one time, super hard the next, and then
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not so hard the next time. Each of those shots
will fire and trip differently. I use “draw-tapes”
on my cables and learned the muscle memory
from there. ( I outlined this in a previous article.)
This problem is primarily where the premature
release trips come from. It isn’t the release. You
simply get excited or angry and pull harder to
anchor one time as opposed to another.
11. Rest between shots a bit more than normal.
You will be initially holding longer at full draw
as you learn the ropes, thus you will need more
rest time between shots.
12. Shoot lots of blind bale, not blank bale, blind
bale. That is once you hit anchor, completely
close your eyes and learn the feel of the entire
shot from anchor to followthrough. It will pay
you huge benefits down the road. Complete
removal of visual cues allows you to concentrate
on the feel of the shot. This a critical element to
learning this release aid.
13. Do not blame the release; it is indeed very, very
consistent. It is the archer who creates the
majority of the variation and makes too frequent
setting changes. The release is mechanical and
won’t change itself.
Conclusion

It is safe to conclude from these experiments that the
Evolution+ release aid, while not perfect, does not vary
significantly from shot to shot if the angle of the
release aid in relation to the pulling angle is not
changed (either from shot to shot or within a shot).
The ranges shown in the Data Table clearly show that
the lowest variation in release pull tension is obtained
with the index finger pressure of 30°, be it with the
release aid level or at a pinky up angle of 45° (0.2 and
0.2, respectively). The worst case scenario is archers
pulling the release but not maintaining a consistent
angle of the release during the shot sequence (2.4 lb
range, compared to 0.2 to 0.5 lb for the others).
The data support my feeling that to be successful
with this release, one must pick a setting and stay with
it. Frequent changes of the tension setting on the
release aid will lead to a lot of frustration and reduce
any chance of learning what makes the release work
well. In addition to picking a setting and leaving it
alone, you simply must pick an angle to hold the
release aid and stick with that too. Varying the angle of
the release aid itself will change the “weight” that the
release will trip and release the arrow. The data clearly
support this and also show that the release itself is very,
very consistent (if the angle is maintained). Archers
must be consistent in their form, holding angle, hand
position, anchoring draw length, and pulling tension
against the stops of the cam(s) in order for the release
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to be consistent. There is really little difference
between the Evolution+ and you shooting a thumbtrigger release and learning how much thumb pressure
you need to place upon the trigger and how to “rotate”
the release body into the thumb. The big difference is
that rotating the release body with your hand, fingers,
or elbow simply won’t work effectively with this
release. It was designed to be pulled straight back, not
rotated. If you want it to be consistent, hold it and
maintain that hold at as close to the same angle as you
possibly can and don’t rotate the release body to try to
make it fire.
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My Experience
at the National
Senior Games
by David Hayes
I participated for the first time in the National
Senior Games, a.k.a. Senior Olympics, last summer
(2007) in Louisville, KY. The archery format was the
American 900 round shot over two days (30 arrows at
60, 50, and 40 yards shot at the 122cm FITA target).

plain that he was stopping us too early because the
schedule said that we could practice until 5:00. On my
way over to him, it fortunately dawned on me that
Louisville is in a different time zone than where I live.
I was just thankful that occurred to me on practice day
and not on the official shoot day.

Getting There

It all started during the spring of 2006, when I stumbled across the website of the National Senior Games
Association (www.NSGA.com). That’s where I
learned that the Nationals are held every two years in
different cities. In 2005, they were held in Pittsburgh,
PA and in 2009 they will be held in San Francisco, CA.
Living in Iowa, I figured that the 2007 games in
Louisville would be my best shot at participating. To
qualify to participate in the Nationals, you need to participate the year before in one of the state senior
games. The NSGA follows USAA rules for recurves
(both Barebow and Olympic recurve) and NFAA rules
for compounds. I shoot the USAA Barebow recurve.
The Nationals is a two-day event. The venue was
an old baseball/football stadium with artificial turf. All
of the recurve archers shot together on
the same days, and all of the compound
archers shot together later in the week.
The day before the event was a practice
day. My wife and I arrived in Louisville
during the early afternoon of the practice day. Practice was scheduled to last
until 5:00 p.m., so I figured I had plenty of time. We checked into our hotel,
then leisurely made our way over to the
exposition center to register and to
briefly look at some other events taking
place within the exposition hall (table
tennis, badminton, basketball). I eventually made my way over to the archery
venue to practice, figuring that an hour
would be sufficient. After about a half
hour, the range official called it to a halt.
I looked at my watch, which read 4:00,
and was about walk over to him to com22

Day One of the Event

Perhaps I’m easily impressed, but I thought it was just
really neat to enter the stadium and see all of those
multi-colored targets lined up in a row contrasted with
the green artificial turf. Several of us were concerned
about how hot it might get on that turf, but the day
ended up being overcast with a slight breeze, so it was
wasn’t bad at all. There were 3-4 archers assigned to
each target, and there were two lines. The organizers
grouped shooters with similar equipment. Shooting
with me were a Barebow recurve archer from Arizona
and a longbow archer from California.
Okay, here we go. It’s time to shoot the two practice ends at 60 yards before the real deal starts. My first
practice end was darned good for me, so I decided to
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skip the second practice end. Gonna be a good day for
me, I can just feel it with that excellent practice end.
Time now for the real deal. First let me say that the
target stands were rectangular wooden frames, which
meant that there was exposed wood all around the target. You know what’s coming, don’t you? For my first
end (the one that counts), three of my arrows found
some of that wood. In a venue like that, it is readily
apparent when your errant shots hit the frame – just
envision a loud thwack that echoes around an empty
concrete and steel stadium. I settled down somewhat
after that, confident that I could recover on the shorter distances. After all, my practice back home in Iowa
had been yielding some good results at those distances.
Well, let’s just say that I didn’t fully recover and leave it
at that. Tomorrow will be a chance to redeem my
shooting. I can’t do any worse than I did today . . . or
so I thought.
Day Two of the Event

Day two was hot and humid with shade a scarce commodity unless you brought your own. As we headed
toward late morning and into the afternoon, you could
see “heat waves” hovering above the artificial turf. I had
been using a bow stand that placed my bow close to the
ground. The heat off of the turf got me concerned
about my limbs, so I started using one of the bow racks
provided for the tournament (plus the grip was getting
a little too hot to hold for my liking). I’ll skip telling
you about my performance that day, only admitting
that I set a PW (opposite of a PB). Yes, there were a
few echoing “thwacks.” Also, there were some shots
that I couldn’t hear hit the target, so I assumed that
they hit the soft center. Well, let me clue you in to a
couple of facts: One, Barebow recurve shooters do not
hit gold enough times to develop a soft center on the
target and, two, completely missing the target and having your arrow sail beyond the target has a soft sound
to it, too.
We Barebow recurve archers are known to be critical of compound archers who seem to take forever to
get off a shot. Well, let me tell you – there were two
Olympic recurve archers who would always use up the
full allotted time to get off their six arrows. That was
their right, but really. . . . I timed one of them for how
long he would hold the string from the moment he hit
his anchor to the time he released the shot – 12 seconds!
The End

Upon completion, all participants assembled for the
medal presentations. There was even a small threelevel platform for the medal winners to stand on.
Medals were based on your performance against others
in your same age group (five-year increments of age
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starting at age 50), shooting the same equipment, and
being the same gender. For each presentation, they
played a portion of a recording that I think might have
been the theme song of the real Olympics (as my kids
would say, it was cheesy).
Despite my poor shooting, I had fun and was glad
I got to experience it. I got to meet fellow archers from
all over the country, and each and every one was
friendly. There was much encouraging of one another
and no hint of rudeness from any “super-competitive”
and “know-it-all” types that we’ve all encountered.
And there were some neat human interest stories, none
better than the 84-year-old woman who continues to
shoot in memory of her late husband, with whom she
shot for many years, and also in memory of her late
son, whose “Robin Hood hat” she wears (that has a
poignant explanation, but I don’t have the space here to
describe it). How can you get upset with waiting an
extra amount of time for this lady to pull her arrows
and walk back to the line using a walker? You can’t and
no one did, with most people remarking that they hope
they can be shooting when they are 84.
If you are anywhere near the next National Senior
Games, give it a try!
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Spin Wings vs.
Offset Flat Vanes
by Joe Tapley
At the Beijing Olympics the majority of archers
were using Mylar vanes (Spin Wings, Kurly Vanes, etc.), a
few were using K Vanes, but as far as I am aware, all were
using curved vanes.
A lot of club archers use, and swear by, offset flat
vanes but clearly elite archers prefer curved vanes. The
obvious question is: why are curved vanes the choice of
elite archers?
There are a few obvious advantages that curved
vanes have:
a. They look cool. (Let’s face it; this is the basis for a lot
of archery equipment selections.)
b. Because of the way they are made there is a high uniformity in weight and shape.
c. Their lighter weight means a lighter shaft and consequent higher arrow FOC.
The original Carella patent highlighted the “wind
dependant” variable geometry of Spin Wings. There’s
probably some truth in this idea but it is extremely difficult to quantify. I doubt that this concept is at the top of
the list in the reasons for the preference for curved vane
fletchings.
The other advantage that curved vanes have over
offset flat vanes is in the aerodynamics of how the spin is
generated which is the main point of this article, but
before we can look at that we need to examine the aerodynamics of offset flat vanes
Spinning Arrows
with Offset Flat Vanes

It is a common practice to fit fletchings at an angle to
the shaft or use fletchings which have a built in angle
to cause the arrow to spin in flight around the shaft
axis.
To describe how angling the fletchings spins an
arrow consider the simple case of the airflow being
directly along the shaft, i.e. the arrow flies perfectly
straight. In this situation the drag force on the fletching
surface does not generate any “straightening” torque on
the arrow, it’s already straight. Because the fletching is at
an angle the direction of the fletching drag force is no
longer at a right angle to the shaft. A component of the
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drag force on the fletching acts to slow the arrow down
and a component generates a torque on each fletching at
a right angle to the shaft which acts to rotationally accelerate the arrow i.e. makes it spin. This diagram illustrates
this effect.
The arrow starts off with no rotation and then the
spin rate increases as the arrow is rotationally accelerated. As the arrow flies through the air it slows down due

The total drag force (caused by the vane impeding the flow of air along
the shaft) can be split into components acting along the arrow shaft
(speed drag) and at right angles to the shaft (spin drag). Note that the
speed drag operates to slow the arrow down.

to drag effects. Initially the direction of the net air flow
onto the fletching is along the arrow shaft. However as
the arrow spins faster and faster the fletching itself is
moving faster and faster at a right angle to the shaft. The
net air flow direction is the sum of the air velocity and the
fletching velocity. As the spin rate increases, therefore,
the net air flow direction rotates until at some combination of arrow speed and arrow revolutions per minute
(rpm), the direction of the net air flow will be parallel to
the fletching at which point the spin acceleration will be
zero. The arrow will have reached a ‘terminal’ rpm and
will spin no faster. A second effect is that if the arrow is
spinning fast enough with respect to the arrow speed
each fletching begins running into the turbulent airflow
of the fletching ahead. This significantly reduces the drag
force on the fletching and hence the spin acceleration.
The above case unfortunately bears little resemblance to what actually happens to an arrow in flight
when you spin it. As usual the real situation is highly
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complicated. The two main complications are as follows: first, an
actual arrow in flight is never flying straight, it is always oscillating
about (vibration plus fishtailing).
When the arrow is flying at an
angle a large chunk of the fletching
drag is acting to straighten the
arrow up, not to spin it. The spin
acceleration is constantly changing
as the spin drag changes. Second, as the arrow oscillates
about, the direction of the air flow from the arrow velocity keeps changing. Not only does the direction of the air
flow vary continuously, part of the time it is acting on the
back of the fletchings braking the spin! For a real arrow
the rpm will be considerably less than for the simple
example given above and the spin rate will go up and
down in an oscillatory way as the arrow fishtails, though
increasing overall.
In the real arrow spinning case the drag on the
fletchings has three effects:
• straightening the arrow up (normal function)
• spinning the arrow
• slowing the arrow down
The following diagram illustrates how these three
different effects occur.

direction of the fletching drag is
not at a right angle to the shaft.
This results in a component of the
drag force acting through the
arrow’s centre of gravity which
acts to move the arrow as whole.
Note that in the above diagram
this drag force component acts to
accelerate the arrow in the case of
the top fletching and decelerate
the arrow in the case of the bottom fletching. The net
effect is to decelerate the arrow as the lower fletching
drag component is bigger than for the upper fletching.
Whether the fletching drag component acts to accelerate
or decelerate the arrow depends on the fletching angle
and the arrow offset angle. For a well-flying arrow with
fletches with small offset angles these drag components,
in general, will subtract rather then add. The end result
is that the overall drag effect from angling the fletchings
in terms of slowing the arrow down is much smaller then
might be envisaged.
With the top fletching the drag force component at
a right angle to the shaft acts to rotate the arrow in an
anti-clockwise direction (looking at the arrow from the
front). The equivalent drag force component on the bottom fletching acts to rotate the arrow in a clockwise
direction. This drag force component is larger on the
bottom fletching than on the top fletching. This drag
difference generates a torque that spins the arrow.
The same arguments apply to a three fletched arrow.

“Because the flat vanes
have to be at an angle to
the shaft you incur a lot
of drag along the shaft
axis slowing the arrow
down.”

The Problems Spinning Arrows
with Offset Flat Vanes

Again the total drag force on each vane can be split into components acting along the arrow shaft (speed drag) and at right angles to the shaft
(spin drag). The angle at which the air flow impinges on the fletch on
the bottom of the shaft is bigger than the equivalent angle on the upper
shaft, therefore the total drag on the bottom fletching is bigger than the
total drag on the top fletching.

In the diagram the arrow only has two fletchings (for
simplicity) attached at 180 degrees to the shaft. (Pretend
we are looking down on a transparent arrow.) Fletchings
are marked in white, the drag on the fletching is in red
and the direction of the air flow onto the fletching in
blue. Because of the angle at which the fletching is
attached to the shaft the angle at which the air flow
impinges on the lower shaft is bigger than the equivalent
angle on the upper shaft. As a consequence the total drag
on the bottom fletching is bigger than the total drag on
the top fletching.
Because the fletchings are at an angle to the shaft the
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Because the flat vanes have to be at an angle to the shaft
you incur a lot of drag along the shaft axis slowing the
arrow down. The more spin you want, the bigger the offset angle is needed, and the more of this axial drag you get.
Arrow vibration and any arrow fishtailing will periodically reduce (even reverse) the spin acceleration of the
arrow as the airflow angle onto the fletching surfaces
varies.
Curved vanes have neither of these drawbacks.
Spinning an arrow requires energy. The energy source
for arrow spinning mainly comes from the fletching
potential energy and only partly the arrow linear kinetic
energy. So spinning an arrow has little direct impact on the
speed of an arrow. Arrow speed loss mainly occurs as a by
product of the method used to spin the arrow i.e. an
angled vane. You actually benefit from spinning an arrow
because by draining off fletching potential energy into spin
energy you reduce the fishtailing amplitude of the arrow.
Loss of arrow speed by spinning an arrow is an indirect
effect and this is one of the areas where curved vanes give
better performance than flat vanes.
Continued on the Next Page
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Spinning Arrows with Curved Vanes

A purely curved vane (ignoring the “twist” you have with
Spin Wings) spins on the same basis as an anemometer or
those revolving vertical “S” shaped signs you often see
outside garages. Spin is generated, not by having a different air flow angle of attack on opposing vanes (the offset flat vane method) but by opposing vanes having different drag efficiencies (different drag coefficients)
because of the vane shape.
The following diagram illustrates the basic spin
operation for a curved vane.

Because the “cup” of the top vane in the diagram
faces into the air flow (a side wind), that vane has a
higher drag coefficient than the lower vane facing in the
opposite direction. The drag force on the top vane is
therefore higher than the lower vane resulting in a net
torque which accelerates the spin of the arrow. It spins
in an anti-clockwise direction as shown in the drawing.
As the arrow spins faster and faster the top vane moves
away from the air flow of velocity V at a speed v (w is the
angular velocity and r the distance from the vane centre
of pressure plane to the arrow axis and v = r w). The net
air flow speed into the top vane is therefore V – v. As the

“With a flat vane, if the air flow
reverses onto the fletching surface, spin braking occurs and
the spin rate can decrease. With
a curved vane, if the air flow
reverses onto the fletchings, the
two fletchings just “switch
roles” and the spin acceleration
direction is unchanged.”
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But the Arrow Doesn’t Start
Spinning …”

You often get the comment that an arrow does
not start to spin until its x metres away from the
bow as though at some point a “start to spin”
switch is thrown.
This is not exactly true. The arrow starts to
spin as soon as it leaves the string. What happens is that the archer’s paradox flexing of the
arrow drastically reduces the growth in the spin
rate. When the arrow leaves the bow it is flexing
back and forth at a fairly high rate and with a
considerable degree of bending. It takes a
while/distance for drag to damp this vibration
out. The effect on spin is the same as for the
arrow fishtailing (alternating spin acceleration
and spin braking) only at a much higher frequency. The net result is that initially there is
only a very slow growth in the rate of arrow spin.

spin rate increases, the net drag on the top fletching
decreases. The reverse is true for the lower vane. As the
spin rate increases, the net air speed on the lower fletching (and hence the drag force on it) increases. At some
spin rate the drag forces on the top and bottom fletchings become equal and the arrow will have reached a
nominal terminal spin speed. This nominal terminal
spin rate can be described by a simple quadratic equation but since, in practice, an arrow never reaches anywhere near the terminal spin rate and the nominal terminal spin rate varies over the arrow flight, it is not really relevant.
The important aspects are that because the curved
vane surfaces are parallel to the arrow shaft the only axial
(lengthwise) drag incurred on the fletching surfaces is the
insignificant frictional drag (not completely true for Spin
Wings because of their twist). For a given required spin
rate, curved vanes have lower axial drag than an equivalent offset flat vane.
Also the direction of the spin acceleration with the
curved vane, unlike the offset flat vane, doesn’t depend
on the angle between the air flow and the arrow shaft.
With a flat vane, if the air flow reverses onto the fletching surface, spin braking occurs and the spin rate can
decrease. With a curved vane, if the air flow reverses
onto the fletchings, the two fletchings just “switch roles”
and the spin acceleration direction is unchanged. (Imagine what would happen if the main airflow was going
left to right instead of right to left.) With the curved
vane you get constant spin acceleration in the required
direction.
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A Bitz Fix
Fletching Arrows

More Accurately
by Joe Bauernfeind
When primitive man first bent a branch into a
bow and launched a straight stick with his new device,
he knew something was missing. That something was
guidance. His stick flew fast enough to do the damage
he was looking for but hitting his prey from a safe distance was another story. No one knows how long it
took for our ancient ancestors to figure out that some
drag on the back of his stick would keep it going in a
straight line or that tied on bird feathers would provide
the perfect amount of drag to stabilize the stick but not
slow it too much. Then, with the addition of a sharp,
weighted tip to the stick, the perfect hunting weapon,
still in use today, had been invented.
It is of course, man’s nature to experiment on and
improve his inventions.
In 1939, with the development of the aluminum
arrow shaft by James Easton, the arrow moved from its
basic wood and feather form to a more modern and
easily configurable projectile for all weights of bows.
The increased uniformity and accuracy provided by
aluminum demanded that more attention be paid to
the fletching to take advantage of these qualities.
There were jigs used at that time to apply the feathers
to the shaft using the glues available and feather burners with shaped wires that were used to shape the
feathers for uniformity and less drag but the non-uniformity of the wooden shaft put little premium on the
accuracy of the fletching job. This changed with the
introduction of the uniform aluminum tubing coming
out of the Easton factory. Accuracy in point weight
and fletching had to be improved and in the 1950’s
Henry Bitzenburger developed a fletching jig that has
remained as the standard of quality to this very day.
The magnetic clamping system, adjustable fletch angle
and ball detent nock receiver positioning which
allowed for three or four fletch application to the shaft,
provided a very accurate fletching job for the limited
arrow sizes and nock styles of those early years. Turkey
feathers and speed nocks were the order of the day in
the fifties and the nock receiver, with its wedge shaped
divider provided sufficient grip to hold the arrow in
place while the fletch was applied. Only enough presArchery Focus

sure was applied to the clamp to get full contact
between the feather base with its bead of glue and the
shaft. The magnet held the clamp in position while the
glue dried (about 10 minutes). Then the clamp was
removed, the nock receiver was rotated to the next
detent and the procedure was repeated for the next
fletch. This was a slow process and most archery shops
bought a couple of dozen of the jigs and mounted
them on a turntable so that by the time they got to the
last jig in the rotation, the first one’s glue would be dry
and the process could continue without interruption.
Fifty years later, the Bitzenburger jig is still
archery’s gold standard and has remained unchanged
over the years. Needless to say, the same hasn’t been
true for most other things in archery. Progress in materials over the years has led to mind-boggling changes
in the archery equipment we use, including the arrow
which had really only been changed from its ancient
origins by the introduction of aluminum shafts in
1939. Now the development of carbon and carbon/aluminum arrow shafts, has led to arrows as thin as soda
straws which have enough spine and strength to be
shot out of the heaviest bows. At the other end of the

“Fifty years later, the Bitzenburger
jig is still archery’s gold standard and has remained
unchanged over the years.
Needless to say, the same hasn’t been true for most other
things in archery.”
spectrum are the huge, thin-wall shafts used for indoor
shooting to gain a scoring advantage by cutting a scoring line that a thinner shaft would miss. Flexible plastic vanes were developed to reduce the drag of feather
fletching for long distance outdoor shooting and they
also had the advantage of being waterproof. Fast, pressure sensitive cyanoacrylate glues were borrowed from
Continued on Next Page
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the space industry to speed the fletching process and
afford the adhesion needed on the new arrow materials.
This proliferation of arrow sizes led to such a jungle of nock styles and sizes that Easton, the leader of
the arrow industry, stepped up and developed the Uni
system standard that we use today. A series of inserts
called Uni-bushings and Super Uni-bushings were
developed to fit almost any arrow size available so that
only two standard nock sizes could be used for almost
all applications. These are referred to generically as “G
nocks” and “Super nocks” and they will press fit snugly into any Uni- or Super Uni-bushing respectively.
Most companies involved in arrow manufacturing
abide by these standards, while using their own nock
names for these two sizes. The small diameter target
arrows were sized internally to accept the G nock size
directly but this eliminated the protection provided by
the Uni-bushing in the case of a strike by another
arrow. Thus, Easton went back to the drawing board
and designed the nock pin which can be sized to fit
into any of these small shafts and the universal pin
nock which will press fit over the pin extending from
the arrow shaft.
While the fit of the nock into the shaft has
now been in effect standardized, the string end of the
nock has not. From Beiter nocks with their asymmetrical configuration, to tiny pin nocks with their shallow
grooves, to long eared jumbo nocks meant to fit directly into large diameter shafts, the string end of the nock
has become a factor in our ability to get an accurate
fletching job from the standard Bitzenburger jig. The
problem has been compounded by small diameter of
carbon target arrows and the use of modern pressure
setting fletching cement. Any movement of the shaft
while exerting the pressure needed to set the glue will
cause an unequal spacing of the fletches and the smaller the shaft diameter, the greater the error will be. The
problem lies in the inability of the wedge shaped
divider in the nock receiver to keep the arrow from
slipping out of position when the vane is being pressed
on. The worst condition occurs when the length of the
wedge aligns with the direction of the pressure being
applied. The solution to this problem could only be
solved by modifying the existing nock receiver to better hold the arrow in position or designing a replacement nock receiver that could do the job. Since the
original receiver is cast from the same rather soft metal
that the rest of the jig is made of and subject to excessive wear, Zenith Archery Products decided to design
a new nock receiver which would be CNC machined
from hard aluminum for closer tolerances, anodized for
better wear and would fit directly into the Bitzenburger body. The original positioning mechanism consist28

ing of a row of three spring loaded balls, one of which
is adjusted inward by a set screw to contact the receiver body and drop into a detent to position the arrow,
has proven itself over the years and would be retained
in the new nock receiver. The main problem to be
solved was how to hold the arrow rigidly in place while
the fletch is being pressed on to the shaft. It was decided that the best route to follow was to deal with the
arrow directly, before installing the nock. Dealing with
the outside diameter of the shafts was decided to be
too difficult because of the vast array of sizes manufactured but since the inner diameter of almost all shafts
can be reduced to accept one the three standard nock
sizes mentioned above, the G nock, the Super nock or
the pin nock, it was felt that the easiest route to success
was to deal with the more standardized inner diameter
of the shafts.
Photo 1, shown below, is the result of the design
project. It is called the Fletch Medic Nock Receiver. The
main body of the new receiver, labeled (A), fits into the
Bitzenberger jig’s frame just like the original body and
the wide groove seen toward the rear of the body holds
the receiver in place using the original mounting screw.
The detents seen on the new body match the pattern
and depth of the detents on the original but are less
subject to wear thanks to the harder aluminum and
anodizing of the new body. The front of the new
receiver has been drilled to accept two inserts, labeled
(C), which is shown mounted into the body and (D).
Photo 1
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They are held in using the screw labeled (E), which is
inserted through the rear of the body. The function of
these inserts will be discussed later. Since the shafts
will be held rigidly in the new design, thinner shafts
will no longer be able to lean down into the Bitzenberger’s original V notch and an adjustable V plate was
designed to supply the support needed at the upper
end of the jig. The mounting holes for the plate are
drilled after cutting out and gluing on the template
labeled (F). The holes can be drilled and tapped for the
6-32 screws supplied with the kit or 1⁄8˝ thru holes can
be drilled and the 6-32 Kep nuts can be used to secure
the plate to the jig. Photo 5 (next page) shows the plate
adjusted to support a small diameter shaft.
At the heart of this new receiver are the two
inserts, (C) and (D) which were designed to hold any
shaft available in today’s market, either directly or by
fitting the shaft with the correct bushing or nock pin
adapter. Fat shafts, for which the manufacturer has
made a matching fat nock, can be fletched by temporarily installing an adapter and removing it after
fletching, if the large nocks are to be used. Insert (C)
will fit tightly into the back of any shaft which will
accept a G nock. This means that Easton ACE and
Navigator shafts will fit directly on the insert as will
any shaft which has been fitted with the correct Unibushing as shown in Photo 4. Insert (D) was designed
with a dual use. The outer diameter of the insert will
fit tightly into any shaft which has been fitted with a
Super Uni-bushing or directly into Easton SuperSwage aluminum shafts or any carbon shaft with an
inner diameter of approximately 0.246˝ as shown in
Photo 3. The second function of insert (D) covers all
arrows which have been fitted with nock pin adapters.
The pin end is inserted into the hole that is drilled in
the insert and is held tightly due to the slight spring
action afforded by the cross slots as shown in Photo 2.
The small carbon ring, labeled (G) can be placed over
the end of the insert to accommodate nock pins which
may be too small in diameter to be held tightly.

Photo 3

The original design failed to take into account the
fact that Easton would market two new carbon arrows,
the Axis and Epic lines, for which they designed two
new nocks, the X nock and the H nock. Why they chose
to bypass their own standard Uni and Super-uni
adapters is not clear but it left the new nock receiver
design incomplete. An upgrade was later designed to
accommodate these shafts and is now included in all
new Fletch Medic kits. It consists of two sleeves, labeled
(X) and (H) which are hot melted onto the G nock
insert and will fit tightly into the Axis and Epic shaft
respectively. Every attempt will be made to keep the new
nock receiver current and able to handle any arrow.
Photo 4

Photo 2
The fletching process begins by mounting the
correct insert for the shaft being used and rotating the
receiver to one of the detents. The shaft is then placed
lightly on the insert and rotated to the position where
you want the first fletch to be placed. After pushing
the shaft on until it tightens, the V plate is raised until
it supports the shaft on both sides of the V and then it
is tightened with the screws. The V notch in most of
the original Bitzenburgers is too small to accept the
largest size arrows such as the 26XX and 27XX sized
Continued on Next Page
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Photo 5

aluminum shafts. The V should be enlarged slightly at
the opening to accept these arrows without having to
force them into the V. The shaft is now held tightly in
place and will not slip when you press on the first
fletch. The rest of the operation is just as it has always
been. When the last fletch has been put in place, pull
the arrow off the insert and push your favorite nock
into it, rotating it to get the nock index position you
want. The spacing of your vanes should be a perfect
120 degrees because the arrow has not moved as the
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fletch was being applied. This has an added benefit
when replacing a single fletch. After cleaning off the
old glue, remove the nock, place the arrow on the insert
lightly and rotate the receiver to a detent. Rotate the
shaft on the insert until one of the vanes is close to the
magnet on the jig and note the distance from the vane
to the magnet. Now rotate the receiver through the
other detents and note the position of the other vane.
Rotate the shaft on the insert so that the two vanes are
equidistant from the magnet when in a detent and
push the shaft onto the insert until it tightens. The
detent with the blank space is now in a perfect alignment to receive a new vane.
The new design has been a great success so far
with most user reporting excellent results. The few
problems which have been reported were traced to
inconsistencies in the cast frame of the Bitzenburger
jig itself and were easily corrected with small modifications of the jig.
Joe Bauernfeind
Zenith Archery Products
www.zenitharchery.com
631.929.3223
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Telling on Mom
by Lorretta Sinclair
Hurry, quick! Grab the camera and come outside!
Barrett just shot ten straight 10’s from 50 meters!
Hurry!
My husband Bob bounded through the door
yelling at me to come see a wonderful feat by my
then 13-year old son Barrett. His excitement is
catching as I get up from my computer desk and
try to make sense of his somewhat jumbled words
as he enthusiastically tells me how he just watched
Barrett shoot a perfect 100. Shooting from 50
meters as a Cub is the longest distance Barrett had
to shoot, so ten straight tens is a moment of glory.
It’s getting dark and excitedly I grab my camera, slide my feet into my sandals, and head for the
door. Bob is waiting for me on the porch and is all
smiles as we bound down the front steps out to the
“archery field” (our front yard). Barrett is standing
by his target beaming; a smile so broad and wide
that it excites me even more. I stand and look at
the target and manage, “Wow,” “Wahoo!” “This is
great!” and other exclamations of my excitement.
For the next five minutes, as Barrett stands by his
target with ten arrows clearly in the 10-ring, I click
away with my camera, giving him all the deserved
accolades; telling him how wonderful this is, how
amazing, how . . . Hey, wait a minute . . . that smile
looks a little odd, his eyes are kind of glancing
towards his dad . . . what’s up here? I pause for a
moment and try to make sense of this funny look
on my son’s face.
“Barrett! Did you really shoot all those arrows
in the 10-ring?”
“Yeah, Mom, I did! Dad was standing right
here next to me!”
Now his smile gets a little stranger, perhaps a
bit too big and the eyes are darting a little faster. I
look at my husband and ask the same question.
“Did he really do this?”

Further Adventures
of an Archery Mom
With a straight face, I am assured by my husband that he stood at the shooting line watching
Barrett has he shot his last practice end and they
closed up with ten shots, all landing in the 10-ring.
And then . . .
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No longer able to contain themselves, they
both burst out laughing.
“Ha, ha, Mom, you were so excited, you should
see yourself! You should hear yourself, you were
talking so fast and how many pictures did you take
because that camera was clicking away . . . ha, ha,
ha.
Well, I was not laughing. Getting a mom all
excited by ten 10’s at 50 meters and faking it is
hardly a laugh. My heart was pumping so fast, I
didn’t even realize that until I was ready to box
their ears for them. Us moms, we live by seeing our

“Us moms, we live by seeing our
kids do well at something,
achieving goals and pushing
themselves to greater heights.”
kids do well at something, achieving goals and
pushing themselves to greater heights. Whether
it’s in school or sport or creative activities like pottery, drawing, and painting, mom’s get excited
when their kids succeed. We really get excited
when our kids do something extraordinary. Shooting ten straight 10’s from that distance with Barrett’s 26# draw weight was a huge feat.
Truly annoyed, I told them that this stunt was
absolutely not funny . . . but they were still laughing. They continued their banter the whole time
we were eating dinner (Yes, I did feed them,
though they didn’t deserve it.), torturing me with
the recounting of my expressions and excitement.
After enduring their harassment for quite a
long time, I leaned over to Barrett and said, “Do
you remember the story about ‘Peter and the
Wolf ’? Do you remember how I told you over and
over as a little boy that it was important to tell
the truth? Do you remember how no one
believed him because he said things that weren’t
true? Well, buddy boy, someday you will shoot
ten 10’s in a row and I won’t believe you.”
Undaunted, Bob and Barrett just laughed even
harder.
The parable of Peter and the Wolf became perContinued on the Page 33
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tinent sooner than expected. The following day,
Barrett shot six 10’s from 50 meters into his target
and told me all about it. But I didn’t believe him. I
told him he did the same thing as the day before;
moved the arrows around on the target, stuck them
all in the 10-ring, just this time his dad wasn’t
around to be in cahoots with him. I told him I
know he stuck them in the 10-ring when he went
down to retrieve his arrows. I told him I wasn’t
about to embarrass myself again by getting the
camera and taking pictures. I lectured him thoroughly, and then, the last laugh was on me once
again. Barrett stood with a smirk on his face and
laughed as he matter-of-factly said, “But mom, I
haven’t gone down to get my arrows yet and you
were standing right here watching me shoot, so you
know I just shot six perfect 10’s because you were
spotting them through the binoculars.” And with
that, he went off to get the camera for me so I
could take ‘legitimate’ pictures of his latest feat.
As he hopped up the porch steps, I yelled after
him, “Yeah, well, no one will believe you even if we
have the pictures since your new name is Peter and
I’m going to tell everyone what you and dad did to
me!”
Pausing only long enough to flash me the
biggest smile he had, he yelled back, “But mom, I
am a phenom!’ and disappeared into the house.

I didn’t want to because, frankly, it’s embarrassing.
To be hauled outside like that on such false pretenses. To be told your child is phenom-like, only
to discover it was a joke. To get all excited about
some arrows in the 10-ring.

“My heart was pumping so fast, I
didn’t even realize that until I was
ready to box their ears for them.”
I only wrote it because, well, after three years of
sitting on it, I guess it is kind of funny—but only
“kind of.” And to tell the total truth; I’ve made fun
of Barrett in so many articles, I figured telling on
myself was a fair turn.
I should have named this article “Dirty, Rotten
Scoundrel Boy and his Dad.” That would have
been more fitting.

I took the pictures of Barrett and his perfect
60 that day. He didn’t deserve it. He laughed and
made fun of me the whole time, recounting the day
before and how now he had not only played a great
joke on me, but followed it up with a “real 60.”
Then he called his dad so they could laugh some
more.

“Getting a mom all excited by ten
10’s at 50 meters and faking it is
hardly a laugh.”
Bob’s version of “what they did” is, of course, to
lay it all onto Barrett. They both explain, “Well, we
did close out practice with ten arrows. Seven of
them were ten’s and three were in the yellow.” But
then they deviate: Bob says Barrett looked up at
him with mischievous eyes and said, “We could
really get mom with this. If you go in and tell her
I shot ten 10’s, she’ll believe you.” And so the plan
was hatched. Barrett, on the other hand, denies it
all . . . but he has a very mischievous smile, so who
knows what the truth is?
Bob has been after me for a long time to write
up this story. He keeps telling me how funny it is.
Archery Focus
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The Real Way To Make Arrows
by Brian J. Luke
(Parts 1 and 2 of this series can be found in Volume 12,
Numbers 4 and 5 of Archery Focus. Ed.)
The spine charts I am providing in this writing
(see page 37) are for wood arrows supported between
26-inch centers with a two-pound weight depressing
the shaft exactly between the 26-inch supports. My
spine tester is made from aluminum because I work in
a machine shop and have access to the material and
machines. I am sure just as good of a tester could be
constructed from wood. At one time I had a one-inch
travel dial indicator mounted under the arrow shaft
when the shaft was resting on the supports. The bottom half of the indicator rested in a hole I drilled into
a screw. The screw was inserted into the base of the
spine tester directly under the center of the two supports. This screw allowed me to adjust the indicator up
and down to zero out the shaft in its resting position.
The back of the indicator had a lip that I trapped in a
slot to prevent it from turning while adjusting. I would
set the indicator to zero when the shaft was at rest and
then place the two-pound weight on the shaft and read
the amount the shaft depressed on the indicator dial.

“The good news is that you will
have a much better chance of
creating an honest set of
matched arrows cut from the
same board than you would in
sorting through many dozens of
random shafts that were machine
made and sold as doweling.”
I later replaced the indicator with a Starrett 1⁄2
inch wide flexible scale that has marks every .020 of an
inch (see photos). I find it much faster to read and just
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as accurate. I cut the scale so it would read on an even
inch mark on the scale while the arrow was at rest. I
have a little pointer mounted on the spine tester under
the arrow for the purpose of reading the scale. I then
place the two-pound weight on the shaft and lift up
the scale to the bottom side of the shaft and read the
difference from the even inch mark. My scale will read
exactly 4 inches at rest and 4.400 if the two-pound
weight depressed the shaft .400˝.
Of course, commercial spine testers are also available, but this is more of a “do it yourself ” article, so I
wanted to encourage you to explore making your own
spine tester.

Part 3 of a Series
If the shaft you have made is now already the spine
rating you want, it is time to dance a little jig! This
probably will not be the case, but it is possible.
If you are just one spine letter too stiff according
to the chart you have an option to taper the shaft or
continue sanding until you reach the desired spine. We
will discuss tapering the shaft by hand later in this
writing, but for now let us assume you just want to
decrease the diameter of the entire shaft to obtain the
correct spine. You can make another sanding jig with a
hole 1⁄64 inch smaller with a 23⁄64 drill. If you do not want
to make another jig you can simply add another layer
of sandpaper in your jig. If this is too much a difference
you can place a layer of masking tape in each groove of
the jig. Masking tape is usually around .004˝ thick, so
the total reduction in the diameter of the jig would be
.008˝. (One sixty-fourth of an inch is .0156˝.)
If you have a dial caliper or a 0 to 1.000 outside
diameter micrometer, measure your finished shaft in
several locations and I will bet you will be amazed at
the consistency of the diameter of your arrow. My
arrows usually will not vary more than a total of .003
inches diameter after using the sanding jig. Keep in
mind that your shaft is still 36 inches long and if you
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Here is the plate of dies I created to finish shaft sixing. Each die is .005˝ smaller in diameter than the previous one, which means I can push shafts
through by hand.

got a little careless with the rasp near the ends you will
be cutting that part off anyway.
If your shaft is still stiff and you are getting tired of
sanding, put the arrow back in the V-block and gently
roll the arrow with one hand while taking long gently
strokes with the rasp to remove a small amount of
stock all around the shaft.
Put the arrow back in the sanding jig to remove
the file marks and recheck the spine of the arrow. This

“If the shaft you have made is now
already the spine rating you want,
it is time to dance a little jig! This
probably will not be the case, but
it is possible.”
really will go much faster than it sounds. Once you
have reached the proper spine, go over the shaft with
fine steel wool to remove any roughness left from the
80 grit paper.
You can approach the next shaft in exactly the
same manner but you must choose now how fussy you
want to be in creating an honest set of matched arrows.
If you just want arrows to shoot in practice, reduce the
next arrow blank as you did for the first shaft until you
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reach the desired spine weight regardless of the finished diameter or weight in grains. Proper spine is the
most important factor in matching the arrow to your
bow for both safety and good arrow flight.
If you desire a truly honest set of matched arrows
you must create a number of shafts that are first all the
same diameter. From these shafts of exactly the same
diameter you then sort them by their spine rating or
spine classification as in the chart I have provided.
Then with a group of arrows of the same diameter and
same spine they are to be sorted by weight in grains.
Now with a group of arrows of the same diameter,
spine and weight in grains, you will indeed have an
honest set of matched arrows.
The good news is that you will have a much better
chance of creating an honest set of matched arrows cut
from the same board than you would in sorting
through many dozens of random shafts that were
machine made and sold as doweling. In fact, every
arrow I have made from the hickory board in this writing was made exactly the same diameter and every
shaft had nearly the same spine rating. The weights
varied, but since I made 28˝ shafts, they will be
grouped according to weight. The heavier shafts I
intend to taper and will explain this in more detail later
on.
Continued on Next Page
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This is my spine tester (you will need one whether home made or commercial) along with a micrometer (for measuring shaft diameters) and a digital grain scale (for measuring shaft weights).

I have yet another trick up my sleeve for those
of you that cannot tolerate a shaft that may vary a mere
.003 inch in diameter. This requires the making of a
die to pull the shaft through.
I apologize if I am assuming that you have access
to the same machinery that I am able to use, but I
believe the die that I am referring to can be made by
anyone who has access to a drill press.
This die will be different from any dowel making
jig that you may have seen that requires you to chuck
up the arrow shaft in a drill motor.
The die I use does not require power equipment to
operate and it will not require you to use a mallet to
feed the arrow through the hole. Our goal here is to be
as kind to the shaft as possible so we do not damage or
loosen the wood fibers. In this fashion preserve all the
strength the shaft has to offer.
The plate I show in the photos is a stainless steel
plate that contains many dies of different diameters.
Each hole is smaller than the previous hole by only
.005 in diameter. The dies in the plate are created by
first drilling a hole smaller than the intended finished
diameter of that particular die. The plate is then
counter bored leaving a web of steel approximately 1/8
inch thick. It is in this 1⁄8 inch web that we create a
knife-edged die by using a counter sink or a number 5
center drill on one side of the web.
When the angled cutting surface of the counter
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sink or center drill meets the other side of the web, a
sharp cutting die is formed.
By controlling the depth on the quill of the drill
press you will be able to control the finished diameter
of the die.

“In fact, every arrow I have made
from the hickory board in this
writing was made exactly
the same diameter and every
shaft had nearly the
same spine rating.”
It will be a difficult thing to accomplish in a solid
plate as I have made, with only a drill press. I used a
machine that I was sure to get repeatable results from
hole to hole.
My suggestion to someone using only a drill press
is to buy a pack of grade 8 steel washers. I looked up
grade 8 steel washers on the web and found a pack of
50 could be purchased for about 5 dollars. You will
want a pack of 5⁄16 washers and a pack of 1⁄4 inch washers. Grade 8 is much harder than a common washer
and will serve our purpose for making a die.
You will need a small vice to hold the washer and
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you can let the vice just sit on the drill press table
without clamping the vice down. The center drill or
counter sink will self center itself to the hole in the
washer if the vice is allowed to float. But you will only
have to hold onto the vice to keep it from spinning
during the drilling process.
You will need a pair of dial calipers to measure the
diameter of each knife blade die you create. It will take
some trial and error but you have a whole box to get it
right. The farther you drill with the counter sink the
larger the diameter of the die.
The goal is to have a series of dies that only vary
.005˝ in diameter from die to die.
The reason for this is we want to be able to pull
the arrow through the die without the need to use a
mallet to pound it through. Any more than .005˝ and
the shaft will not be able to be pulled through by hand.
The sharper the center drill or counter sink you
use, the smaller the burr you will have on the opposite
side of the die you drilled from. This burr will need to
be removed by a hard stone such as a knife sharpening
stone or a fine machinist file.
These dies you create from the grade 8 washers
could then be mounted side by side as in my plate or
individually in a sturdy hard wood board. The washer
should be mounted to the board by glue or screws and
you obviously need to mount the die directly over a
hole in the board that is larger than the hole in the die.
More next time.

Target Arrows
Bow wt.
at
Draw Lth.
20-25
25-30
30-35
35-40
40-45
45-50
50-55
55-60
60-65
65-70

Arrow Length
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
D
E
E

A
A
A
A
B
C
D
E
E
F

A
A
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
G

A
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

B
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

C
D
E
G
H
I
J
K

D
E
F
H
I
J
K

Field and Hunting Arrows
Bow wt.
at
Draw Lth.
20-25
25-30
30-35
35-40
40-45
45-50
50-55
55-60
60-65
65-70

Arrow Length
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
A
A
A
A
B
C
D
E
E
F

A
A
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
G

A
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

B
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

C
D
E
G
H
I
J
K

D
E
F
H
I
J
K

E
F
G
I
J
K

AMO Wood Arrow Spine
Deflection Values
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Deflection

Spine Group

1.20 to 1.00
1.00 to .85
.85 to .75
.75 to .65
.65 to .58
.58 to .52
.52 to .47
.47 to .43
.43 to .40
.40 to .37
.37 to .35

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
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